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BETA DECAY OP Lig AND Bg 

I* Introduction and Summary 

The beta deoays of Li^ and B^ lead to.states in Be^ whloh 

in turn break up into two alpha particles. These deoays have 

been studied extensively over the past two decades. There are 

two primary reasons for this interest, the first of whioh is the 

large end point energies (*^16 Mev), and secondly the 'final
1 

states for the beta deoays are all unstable to particle emission. 

Sinoe the analysis is the same for both the Li and B deoays, 
g 

only the Li deoay will be explicitly discussed in the derivation 

of relevant formulas to avoid duplication. However, calculations 

have been performed for both oases and the results are presented 

for both.the Li^ and the B^ decays. 
g 

One of the earliest measurements of the beta speotrum of Li 

is that of Rumbaugh, Roberts, and Hafstad.*1, The most recent 

experimental studies, whioh shall be of primary oonoern here, are 
2 7 

the measurements of Vedder, Farmer and Class, and the earlier 
k 

experiment of Hornyak and Lauritsen. The beta speotrum of the 
g 

B deoay has been measured most reoently by references (2) and (3). 

The energy speotrum of the alpha part idea from the breakup 

of Be^ has also been measured by several investigators.^"11 The 

most reoent measurement of the alpha speotrum is that of Farmer 

and Class,3 and it is their results whioh shall be of major 

interest here. 
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In references (2) and (4) the beta spectrum of the Ll^ decay 

is analyzed using the standard Kur.ie plot analysis and this 

analysis (in particular that of reference (2)) indicates that 

<1# of the transitions are to the (0 > ground state in Be°j 

that ^ 90$ of the transitions are to the (2^, T s 0) state; 

and that »10# are to the (4+) state* Figure 1 shows the 
g 

relevant information in an energy level diagram for Be , taken 
12 

from the reoent summary of AJzenberg and Lauritsen. 

The reoent measurement of Lauritsen et al,1^ whioh indicates 

that the spin and parity of the ground state of Li is (2 )/f 

poses something of a puzzle for the analyses Just mentioned* 

If one assumes that the (0+), (2 ), and (v*) states of Be 

are those of a rotator (with essentially the same intrinsic 

state), a view whioh is consistent with the reoent alpha-alpha 
Ik 

scattering experiments of Phillips at al# then the transi- 

tions to the (0+) and (4 ) states of Be should be approximately 

equally forbidden, and the observed transition rates are then 

inconsistent, (vedder,2 to avoid this difficulty, took the 

spin and parity of the Li^ ground state to be (3+)* This 

assumption would make the deoays to the (2+) and (4-+) states 

allowed transitions while the deoay to the (0+) state would 

be a forbidden transition and the transition rates are then 

consistent* His analysis, of oourse, preceded the measurements 

of Lauritsen et al*1^) 

Several attempts have been made to describe the alpha particle 

energy speotrum whioh follows the Li^ beta deoay, the most notable 
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of which Is that of Wheeler1^ and also a modification of 
g 

Wheeler's method by Bonner jet al. These methods (which will 

be described below) predict fewer high energy alpha particles 

than are observed and do not give a satisfactory agreement with 

the measured spectrum* 

The purpose of the present investigation is to show that all 

of the experimental data are consistent with the view that the 

beta decay goes entirely to the (2+) excited system of Be^* The 

essential difference between this and previous analyses is the 

introduction of a "density of spates" function for the final 

state in Be^« which described the final state in terms of the 

alpha-alpha scattering data* The method by which this is done 

is described in the next section* Section III details the 

application of this method to the experimental data and a 

discussion is given of the limitations of the present analysis* 

II* Derivation of Energy Spectrum 

In this seotion a derivation wili be given of the energy 

spectrum of the beta particles and alpha particles which result 

from the beta deoay of Li and the subsequent breakup of Be° 

into two alpha partioles* We start from the usual perturbation 

theory result for the transition probability*1^ 

w = ^ |<F|H|X>|1p(Ef'> U) 

where ^F|H II^ is the matrix element connecting the initial 

and final states and 
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(2) 

is the number of final states per unit energy interval. For 

both the beta particle and the neutrino we assume that the density 

of final states is proportional to the phase space volume for the 

final state, i.e. 

= CONST - p/d p, Rf dPv . (3) 

In equation (3) p^ is the momentum of the emitted electron and p^ 

is the neutrino momentum. Since we want the density of states as 

a function of the energy rather than momentum, we use the equation 

E2 22. ? 4- 

= P c + me w 

which is applicable to both the beta particle and the neutrino 

to eliminate the momentum. When this is done equation (3) 

becomes 

=■ CO^ST. (Ej-mjSc4)* EpdEp 

• (E.^1
-
C )_dE.^ (5) 

If the assumption is made that the rest mass of the neutrino is 

zero, equation (3) becomes 
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The key point in the present derivation is the introduction 

of a density of states function for the alpha particles following 

from the breakup of Be • We take this to be of the form 

p(Ej= COMST. ^ (?) 

where J,TT is the spin and parity of the state in Be^ to which 
rTTT 

the beta deoay leads; 6 is the alpha~alpha scattering phase 

shift for the J, TT state; ~EUS SE^ where E^is the energy of each 

of the emitted alpha particles; and Pj is the coulomb penetration 

faotor defined as2^®2^ 

p - —£ 1 
* [FT*+frJ]T (g) 

Here p — kR (R is the nuolear radius and k is the wave number of 

the emitted alpha partiole)o The functions Fx and G7 whioh appear 

in equation (0) are the regular and irregular Goulomb wave 

10 
functions. 

An elementary derivation of the form of equation (7) is given 

in Appendix I« A faotor suoh as this is essential to treating 

broad states in the continuum.2^ An expression similar to this 

20 
has been used by Watson in discussing meson production in 

nuolear collisions, (omitting Goulomb effects whioh did not 

enter this problem). Cook et al have utilized a similar 

view in discussing the alpha speotrum resulting from the breakup 

IP PP 
of B , and reoently Henley and Kunz have used a similar 

expression in their discussion of the breakup of the 2.^3 Mev 
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excited state of Be^. 

Combining equations (l), (6)* and (7) we get for the transi¬ 

tion probability 

co = CONST. 1 <F|HU>|2 ( E.,1- w!c4-')2 

' Ept; sin
p- dE? ^1* 
'T (9) 

The energies in equation (9) are restricted by the relation 

Q - E* + + Ep Uo) 
t 

where Q, is the total energy available for the transitions 

Using this relation we can eliminate the neutrino energy from 

equation (9) and obtain 

u>= CONST. |<F|H|I>|*(E£- m*c4)tEp 

- fQ-Ep- !«)* dE, (n) 
•j 

If one assumes that the matrix elements for allowed transi¬ 

tions do not depend on the energy of the emitted electron and 
neutrino*^ then equation (11) gives the desired energy distri- 

bution for the eleotrons and alpha particles emitted in the Ll° 

beta deoay. Note that Coulomb effects specifio to the beta , 

particles have been neglected* 

To obtain the beta spectrum* one integrates equation (11) 

over aU allowed alpha energies; i.e* 
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CONST • Ep(Ep- nn'C
4') 

Q-Ep 

dEjQ- lrl j si rv 
,2+ 

(12) 

Note that we have assumed in equation (12) that the decay 
Q< 

proceeds through the (2+“) state of Be' * 

To obtain the alpha particle spectrum we Integrate equation 

(11) over all allowed beta particle energies. (Note that the 

rest mass energy has been included in the definition of Ep so 

that the lower limit on the integral is mo2.) 

d No| 
ar*= CONST * 5in2S 

p, 

2+ 0 
Q-T 

(&?- mJc*)/2Ep (S-EP--?S<AE0 
(13) me 

The integral in equation (13) can be done analytically and yields 

the result 

4^ = CONST. [[J. A m‘C*][(Q_^_ 

- -£■ m*c+(o-I^s[(<?- E.,)4- m’c4 ] £ 

+• -£■ (Q-?(l')i'n
4c® log [7^.1 [”(Q- E*) 

sin2 S 2+ 
(14) 
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Equation (14-) was used to compute the energy spectrum of the 

emitted alpha particles* The form of equation (l40 becomes more 
p — 

apparent if one neglects mo compared with Q, - an approxima¬ 

tion which is quite good since the Q value is large («l6 Mev). 

When this approximation is made, equation (l4) becomes 

44* = COUST. (a-Lt)5 sm’S** , ( U5) 

Equation (15) may now be easily compared with previous 

results for the alpha particle spectrum, in particular those of 

Wheeler^5 and Bonner et al.^ Wheeler used the same phase space 

factor for the beta decay but instead of the factor -ln-- 

a Breit-Wigner single level dispersion form was used for the 
Gt 

density of states in Be. Explicitly, the expression used by 

Wheeler is 

(Q - 

ar« (VO,+ K2 (l6) 

where E0 is the energy and is the width of the level in Be^ 

to which the beta decay takes place. (Strictly speaking the f 

in equation (16) is not a constant but depends oh energy through 

a penetration factor.) The modification of Wheeler's theory 
S employed by Bonner et_ al used in addition a penetration factor 

for the alpha partioles. The equation which they used is 

djL Pj (a- EJ* U7> 
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Equations (15J (l6)j and (17) use the same factor^ (Q-E )^S 

for the energy dependence from the beta decay. The essential 

difference in the methods is the way in which the final state 

interaction is treated. A comparison of the agreement of the 

above equations with the experimental spectrum is shown in 

figure 4. 

III. Calculations 

Equations (13) and (14) have been calculated numerically 

using the parameters s Q, s 16.10 Mev; and taking the 8 2+phase 

shift from a smooth curve through the data points of Phillips 

et al,^ augmented by the data of Burcham.^ 

The nuclear radius—which appears in the .penetration factor— 

has been taken as a parameter and adjusted for the best fit. The 

value used was R = 6f* which is about the same as that found by 

Phillips et al1^ (R « 5*5f)• 

The predicted spectra from this analysis are shown as the 

solid lines in figures 2 and 3 (Kurie plots of the beta spectra) 

and figures 5> a^d 6 (the alpha spectra). In figures 2 and 3 

the data points are taken from references (2)9 (3)s and (4) and the 

predicted curve is normalized to fit a 6 Mev. In figure 6 we 

have compared the predicted alpha spectrum of the Li decay with 

the results of references (3) and (2). The solid line shows the 

predicted spectra and the dotted curves show the effect at the 

experimental error in the alpha-alpha scattering phase shifts 
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on the predictionso 

To calculate the effect of the uncertainty in the experimen¬ 

tal alpha-alpha scattering phase shifts, the upper and lower 

limits of the phase shifts, taken from reference (14*) were used. 

It is seen from figure 6 that the predicted spectrum is especially 

sensitive to changes in the phase shift below the maximum. 

Figure 4 also shows a comparison of the present'theory with 

the previous work of Wheeler^ and of Bonner et al.^ The para¬ 

meters used in calculations of the spectrum predicted by Wheeler 

and by Bonner et_ al were! E0 - 3 Mev,f 
s 2 Mev, and R - 6f. 

We have also used J s 2 in calculating the Bonner curve. We 

also show in figure ^ the spectrum obtained if transitions to the 

(2 , T = 1) state are included as discussed below* 

Calculations of the B^( p^Be^C^)** decay have also been 

performed and the results are shown in figures 3 and 5. 

IV. Discussion 

a. Alpha Spectrum. The fit is very good over the region 

of the maximum to, say, 10 Mev, and is, in fact, a marked improve¬ 

ment over previous fits in this region. Below the maximum, the 

agreement between experiment and the present analysis is not 

unsatisfactory. This is a difficult region experimentally, be¬ 

cause of the uncertainty which arises in correcting for energy 

loss in the target (which can easily amount to 15# at low energies). 

Moreover, this region was not the principal concern of the experi¬ 

ment of Farmer and Class. 
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For the region above 10 Mev, the results predicted by 

equation (14) lie consistently below the experimental data* 

The principal experimental error in this region is statistical, 

for the number of counts diminishes very rapidly with energy. 

Despite the large errors in this region, it is felt that the 

indicated discrepancy might nevertheless be significant. In 

order to present our reason for this view, we have plotted 

in figure 7 as a function of the alpha energy, the ratios of 

the experimental results to the theoretical results given by 

equation (l4). This figure shows that the deviation increases 

rapidly and systematically beyond 10 Mev. If the results are 

taken at face value, it would appear that a qualitatively new 

feature occurs in this region. 

A possible explanation for the discrepancy indicated by 

figure 7 can be found in the existence of a second (2+) state 
g 

for Be , of T " 1, at 16.67 Mev, whose width is approximately 
g 

0.2 Mev. This state lies above the ground state of Li but 

& 
below the ground state of B . Nonetheless, the discrepancy 

g g 
observed in the alpha spectra of both the Li and B decays 

are essentially the same, for the same energy range. It is 

believed that in both cases, the anomalous rise shown in 
-f- 

figure 7, is due to the tall of the (I. = 1, 2 ) resonance. 

(The contributions of the (4+) and (0+) states have the wrong 

shape to be an explanation for this discrepancy.) 

2> {$ 
The ground states of Li and B and the 16.67 Mev state 
g 

of Be form an isobaric spin triplet. The matrix elements 
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for beta transitions between different members of an isobarlc 

spin triplet correspond to values of log ft ranging from 2.9 

to 3.7, while the matrix elements for allowed transitions have 

log ft 5 or Thus one would expect that transitions between 

the ground state of Li^ or and the 16.6j Mev state would 

have a large matrix element and therefore* might occur* despite 
<3 

the small energy differences. (For the Li case the energy 

difference is in fact negative and the transition must be 

virtual 0) 

To take into account the possibility of transitions to the 

T = 1) state we write the transition probability as 

T “ K F„ l H 11>| f> (.Ej) + l< F, 1 H 11) \ p (E 4) 

= Mf p0 (E*) + (Ef) US) 

= I < r0jl | H 11 > |2 

Since the oi-ot state is T = 0* the transitions to the 

T = 1 state can lead to <x particles only through isobario 

spin mixing. The alpha particle spectrum is then 

^=.CoviST*(Ms
0 s\n'S0 + V2 Mfsin1 

'2 

- COK1ST. (sinaS04-T)lHl sin^V— 
Mo u K 

(19) 
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In equation (19) "l) is the amount of isohario spin mixing*. 

Using the log ft values above and the fact that the 0( particle 

spectrum shows that ^ we deduce that V ~ 2»5$« 

We conclude that the discrepancy at the high energy end of 

the alpha spectrum* if Indeed genuine* is probably the Influence 

of the tall of the T = 1* 2^ resonance. More accurate data in this 

experimentally difficult region would be of interest* quanti~ 

tatlvely, however* the discrepancy involves very few counts* 

Despite the lengthy attention to the discrepancy discussed 

above* it is rather surprlsing—from another point of view—that 

one can indeed fit the data so well over an interval of 10 Mev 

with the crude assumption that the beta decay matrix element in 

the initial transition* is* aside from.penetration factors* simply 

a constanto 

b. Beta Decay* The fit seems reasonably satisfactory* 

except* perhaps* at the low energy end* where the experiments 

also disagree* This rise is not directly connected with the 

discrepancy in the number of high energy alphas* and remains 

even if the experimental alpha spectrum is used to calculate 

the beta speotrum* using the method of Bayley and Crane* 

Vo Conclusion 

The above analysis shows that it is not necessary to assume 
& & 

any contribution to the beta decay of Li or B involving the 

(0+) and (4+) states in Be^#. Rather* both the alpha spectrum 



and the beta spectrum are consistent with the assumption that 

the decay goes entirely to the (2T « 0) state. We further 

conclude that the discrepancy at the high energy end of the 

alpha spectrum above 10 Mev that occurs in such an analysis* 

if indeed real— is probably due to decays involving the 

(2"V T * 1) state in Be2**. 

It is interesting to note that some of the beta transitions 

to the (2"*", T = 1) state might lead to gamma emission rather 

than direct breakup into two alpha particles. This would then 

account for the excess number of low energy beta particles 

which seem at first to be inconsistent with the alpha spectrum. 

The fact that this effect seems to be larger for (which lies 

above the 16.67 Mev state in Be ) also suggests that this might 

be an explanation. Further investigations of this possibility 

(both experimentally and theoretically) are being planned. 
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APPENDIX 

For transitions between two discrete nuclear states, 

involving the emission of a photon (or a particle), the transi¬ 

tion probability is given by the well known result 

<% ivK>r 
(i) 

In equation (l) P — ^ is the number of final states i dEf 
per unit energy interval for the emitted radiation. If, for 

example, the transition involves the emission of a beta particle 

and a neutrino, then 

Vp, Eg )/VRLEJL 
ZTT *C21v7l Zwzcl1h3 (2) 

where p^ , p^, E^, and E^are the momentum and energy of the 

beta particle and neutrino respectively. 

The normalization for the discrete nuclear states is given by 

If either of the nuclear wave functions belongs to the 

continuous speotrum we may not use equation (3) for the normaliza¬ 

tion slnoe the Integrals will not converge. Instead of equation 

(3)*B must use the method of eigendlfferentials for the normali¬ 

zation.^* 27 This method is a convenient mathematical approach 
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equivalent to the slightly clumsier use of wave packets, and 

Involves replacing the continuous wave function by an integral 

over a small range of energies, i.e. 

f (t,r) Y(E» dlE' 
E-A 

(4) 

When this Is done, the normalization constant becomes 

Y CE' r) d E' M =. fd'vt'CE.r) 
. J (5) 

E-t 

(The use of a single energy integral in equation (5) for the 

normalization is Sommerfeld"s modification^^ of the true 

eigendifferential method.) 

In the case under consideration here, i.e. a transition 

to a nuclear state in the continuum, ^(E, r) is a wave of phase 

shift S for r>RN • For r<Rw we assume that ^ is essentially 

independent of energy. 

yCE.r)- -“^sin S G-A + cos $ FJ"] r > R* 
(6) 

- (r) r < RM 

In equation (6). Fj^ and (fy are the regular and irregular 

solutions of the scattering problem. 

Using the eigendifferential method of normalization the 

transition probability becomes 

T- ~ iLHp l< I vl >1& 

t> N 

(la) 
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In the above equation, Ip - ( E/ P) d E/ 

where HV.r) is given in equation (6). The The factor i— occurs 
N 

because of the normalization condition, equation (^-)« 

Since the overlap of the initial and final state wave 

functions is small when r>R N we have that 

Note that the right hand side of equation (7) is essentially 

independent of energy. This fact, combined with equation (la)3 

shows that the energy dependence of the transition probability 

radiation, is given by equation (2). In order to evaluate the 

energy dependence of the transition we must therefore evaluate 

the normalization factor N. 

The out-going wave for r>R^ and the interior wave function 

for r<RH must be continuous across the boundary; 

is given by p , where p , the density of states for the 

(8) 

which implies 

a = k ^ 
sin S ■** cos $ Fj 

(9) 
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To put this in a form which is easier to manipulate* let 

AI'V^TG? ; 9<4=w(£j. 
Then 

- A^sin 0k Ax cos , 

(10) 

A ^ is the amplitude and 6 is the phase for the phase- 
12 * 

amplitude method. Using this substitution in equation (9) we 

have that 

Y(E,r) = 
kr y) 
AA sin ( <fc) 

(sin^Gi^ cos^Fj 
(11) 

To.evaluate the normalization constant we make use of the 

fact that the; 'vp(E,r) are solutions of the Schrodinger equation* 

and apply Green's theorem to show that: 

Y*fe„r) WE*,*-) = 

( 

1 m (E,-E^ r- CL 

For a. large we can use the asymptotic form of ^(E, r) 12 

+ % 
E,r)—*r Sin( kr + % - h IOQ Ur) J r-> oo ^ p <- J / 

(13) 

£ £ e1 

where h =   is the Sommerfeld parameter for the Coulomb 
'll 

field. Combining equations (11)* (12)* and (lj)* we have* after 

some algebraio manipulation:: 
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r- * 

%I(KH)TU(RH) k, ka R 
L AA AXCE2) sin (Sx+ sih CSA+ 

k 
(W) 

+ 1--^ sm (A) 
2o- (k?- k*) 

where 

and 

]> - ( k,+ k2)a + S( + S*- log k,a- if|2 log k2a 

A = (k1-k2)^+S1-S2-^1log k4o. 4 log kza 

If we assume that S, and S2are slowly varying functions of 

energy, then 

Z ~ (k,+- kt)a i A ~ (k,- U^a 

Sinoe k* = ^ ^ d E. = — k d k and the Integral In 
In ^ 

equation (5) becomes 

(15) 

nn 

k+f 

U — II k* 2 1 ( RH) Xg( RM) RM  ' 

L m A£(E,) AA(Et) sin SinCS + tfO* 
k~ a 

k,+ k. 

(16) 

$ih (k,+kja 4- Sin (k,- Ma j kclk 

For k,~ k2 the first term In the braces Is much smaller 

than the second term and may be neglected* The second factor 
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in the braces behaves as a delta function of and the 

integral is then 

M i.2 lX(R^la k RN 
m Ax (B) 5 \nz(Bl+ (pa) 

(17) 

If we let ^ , then combining equations (17) and (la) 

we have. A 

T= pCE) I . 
(is) 

If one introduces the reduced width 

Zx(R~) 4 = 
■V 

X \ ZmRu J Ax 

in equation (12>) it becomes 

(19) 

T= R2, )>(£)(*„) |<4VlvlY;>f dE. 

This result is a slight generalization of the results of 
20 

Watson, among others, for the final state interaction# 
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